We propose a new word embedding model, called SPhrase, that incorporates supervised phrase information. Our method modifies traditional word embeddings by ensuring that all target words in a phrase have exactly the same context. We demonstrate that including this information within a context window produces superior embeddings for both intrinsic evaluation tasks and downstream extrinsic tasks.
Introduction
Word embeddings represent words with multidimensional vectors that are used in various models for applications such as, named entity recognition [9] , query expansion [13] , and sentiment analysis [21] . These embeddings are usually generated from a huge corpus with unsupervised learning models [18, 23, 3, 16, 24] . These models are based on describing target words by their neighbouring words which are also considered as contexts. The selection of these context words is generally linear (i.e. n words surrounding the target). Alternatively, arbitrary context words were used in [16] where context selection is based on the syntactic dependencies to the target word.
These models treat words as lexical units and create a context window surrounding a target word. This approach can be problematic when the context window for a target word contains only part of a phrase. For example, consider a scenario where a target word is close to (and to the right of) the named entity "George W. Bush" but the context window only retains the word "George". Clearly this will generate ambiguity as the independent word "George" may refer another person (George Washington), location (George Street, Oxford) or a music band (George). To deal with the issue described above, [19] used a datadriven approach to identify and treat these phrases as individual tokens. While this technique may learn a phrase representation it cannot learn a representation of the individual words that comprise the phrase.
In our approach we obtain phrase information directly from Wikipedia. Terms from Wikipedia articles are formatted as hyperlinks to relevant articles. In a related method [22] these terms are extracted as named entities. This paper interprets these terms as phrases. By using Wikipedia for phrase information (unlike [16] ) we avoid needing additional grammatical information. This also gives us the potential to generate multi-lingual embeddings, although we do not pursue this here.
In this work, we are using phrase boundary information to generate word embedding in a non-compositional manner rather than a phrase embedding. We consider each of the words in the phrase as a part of the unit, where a unit can either be single word (i.e. not a link in the Wikipedia) or otherwise a bag of words. The embeddings are then learned for each of the unit members by considering surrounding units in the context.
In the following section we present related work in this domain, Section 3 presents our model and in Sections 4 to 6 we give details of the implementation and the experiments.
Related Work
Word representations can be obtained from a language model where the goal is to predict a future word based on some previously observed information such as, a sentence, a sequence, or a phrase. For this task, various models can be utilised including: joint probabilities of observation that may include the Markov assumption. Under this assumption, we may say that the immediate future is independent of the entire past given the present. N-gram language models [4] use this assumption to predict token(s) using the previous N − 1 tokens [17] . This can be constructed efficiently for very large datasets using neural network based language modelling (NNLM) [2] .
The NNLM of [2] used a non-linear hidden layer between the input and output layers. A simpler network named the log bi-linear model was introduced in [20] by dropping the hidden layer between input and output layer. Instead of the hidden layer, context vectors were summed and projected to the output layer. This model was later used by [18] and named CBOW (Continuous Bagof-words model), with a symmetric context (i.e. context words on both sides of the target word).
In addition, the Skip-gram model, was introduced in this work by reversing CBOW to predict context from the target word. Given a context range c and target word w t the objective is to maximise the average log probability,
The model defines p(w t+j |w t ) using the softmax function,
where v w and v ′ w are the "input" and "output" vector representations of w, and W is the number of words in the vocabulary. However, due to the large vocabulary, the computation becomes impractical. Thus, Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) [7] was used that performs the same operation by sampling a very small amount of words k from the vocabulary as noise.
A similar technique is called Candidate Sampling [10] that combines noise samples with the true class, denoted as the set S, with the objective to predict the true class from it, where Y is a set of true classes. Embeddings are scored as,Ŷ
Where X s is a vector (embedding) corresponding to a word s ∈ S, W s is the corresponding weight, b s is the bias, and E(s) is the expectation for s. Each score is approximated to a probability using the softmax function,
In addition to words, phrases may also be considered. In [18] , the words comprising a phrase were joined using the delimiter ' ' between them, and their joint embedding was learned. This scheme is called non-compositional embedding [26, 8] . Alternatively, compositional embeddings [8] are generated by merging word embeddings of phrase components using a composition function. The main difference in these schemes is that the previous learns the phrase embeddings while the latter just merges already learned word embeddings to make the phrase embeddings. Similarly, [3] introduced an extension of the Skip-gram model [18] that composes sub-word embeddings to make word embeddings with summation as the composition function.
The SPhrase model
The proposed model uses information about which words belong to which phrases. This information can be conveniently represented as simply the locations for where phrases start and end, hence the name, Supervised Phrase Boundary Representations model (SPhrase).
The key assumption is that each word that comprises a phrase has the same context. This will produce an embedding where words that occur in the same phrase are likely to be close in the vector space. For example consider the sentence: British airways to New York has departed. This sentence includes the (noun) phrase 'New York'. Following the procedure for Word2vec we focus on the target word 'New' using a context window of size 1. The target, context pairs are (New, to) and (New, York). Repeating this procedure for the target word 'York', yields the target, context pairs (York, New) and (York, has).
For SPhrase, the context differs from Word2vec, both target words in 'New York' will have the same context based on the words immediately surrounding the phrase, hence the SPhrase target context pairs are (New, to), (New, has), (York, to), (York, has). Figure 1 highlights the context words for the word 'New' for both Word2vec and SPhrase.
Word2vec
British airways to New York has departed SPhrase British airways to New York has departed In the above, we demonstrated the target context pairs induced by a target word that is a member of a phrase, where its context are individual words. In the following, we generalise the approach to handle the situation where phrases are part of a context. We do this by introducing the concept of a unit, where a unit consist of a sequence of words. A unit of length 1 represents individual words, a unit of length 2 represents two word phrases and so on for larger phrases.
Thus we measure the context simply in terms of units. Figure 2 provides an example of a context of size 2 each side. Note that the left context for SPhrase contains 3 words. Thus the context size measured in words will be larger for SPhrase than Word2vec if there is a phrase within the context window. 
SPhrase Context sampling
A standard approach to reduce the computation involved in generating embeddings is to shorten the effective context length by using only a sample of words from a context [18] . For SPhrase this can be achieved in several ways. First it can be done at the level of units not words, this is denoted unit context sampling (SPhrase). Second random word context sampling (R) 1 involves first performing unit context sampling, then for each unit that has a length greater than one only one word is sampled uniformly at random. This yields an effective context length that matches the context length of Word2vec. In addition to that, we generate embeddings named without unit context sampling (NU) where the target still is a unit but the context comprises individual words.
Methods and Datasets

Dataset
In order to generate an embedding using our approach, we require a corpus that has phrases annotated. Unfortunately this is not readily available, so we use a proxy for phrase annotation. In datasets that include hyperlinks we assume that the hyperlink displayed text is a phrase. One such data set is Wikipedia; we use the English Wikipedia dump version 20180920 that contains over 3 billion tokens. The proportion of tokens in phrases of length 2 is 2.5%; of length 3,4,5, and greater is respectively 0.8%, 0.3%, 0.2%, and less than 0.1%. Obviously not all phrases are represented as hyperlink text and not all hyperlink texts are phrases. Indeed the longest hyperlink text in our data set is of length 16,382 (it included internal formatting of Wikipedia). For our study we restricted maximum length to 10. The embedding vocabulary contained tokens with a frequency of at least 100 which gave us a total of 400,919 distinct tokens.
Parameter settings
Training is performed in mini-batches of 60,000 tokens per batch with candidate sampling of 5000 classes per batch (value dictated by the available computational resource). The remaining parameters use standard values, the learning rate is initialised to 0.001 and optimisation is based on Adam optimiser [12] for stochastic learning. The learning decay is set to 10% (i.e. learning rate * 0.9) after each epoch. The total number of the epochs is set to 20. The weighting scheme for selecting words in the context sampling is the same as for Word2vec [18] 
Evaluation
There are two types of evaluation tasks commonly accepted: intrinsic and extrinsic. Intrinsic evaluation tasks determine the quality of embeddings. Under this class, word similarity/relatedness tasks are generally based on cosine distance as a metric to find similarity between two word vectors. Extrinsic evaluation tasks, on the other hand, are based on specific downstream tasks such as, named entity recognition (NER), sentiment classification, topic detection. In this work, we are doing similarity based intrinsic evaluation and NER based extrinsic evaluation.
6 Experimental design
Intrinsic evaluation
The following experiments fit into the so-called intrinsic category of embedding evaluation. We aim to demonstrate that although the total number of phrases in our dataset is small compared to the number of words, they do have a positive impact on the resulting embeddings. In order to determine an optimal configuration of the method, intrinsic evaluation is done on embeddings trained on the first 10% of the corpus; see Figure 3 , As a result, the extrinsic evaluation described Section 6.2, the performance of the optimal configuration in this evaluations is: SPhrase (R) with window size 5. For the extrinsic evaluation only the optimal configuration is used and the embeddings are trained on the full corpus.
In the following experiments we compare SPhrase embeddings with the ones generated by Word2vec. It is known that increasing the context window size generally improves the quality of the embedding. Recall that the expected context size for each target word is the same for Word2vec and SPhrase due to word context sampling.
We expect that words in phrases should be mapped to similar locations in the embedding, i.e. words within a phrase should be closer together than words that are not in the same phrase. In the following we first perform experiment on pairwise similarity and then we investigate further structure with an analogy task.
Pairwise Similarity For pairwise similarity experiments we use phrases from three datasets.
-CoNLL-2003 English dataset [25] . From this dataset multi-word named entities were extracted. These are used as phrases, in total there are 12,999. The maximum phrase length is 7 in this dataset, so we restricted the following two datasets to this as well. -From our Wikipedia training corpus we obtained 16,470 phrases from the first 1,000000 tokens. This dataset comes from our training data, so we assume we should obtain good results in this case. -Bristol [15] -from this dataset we selectively used the entity list and found 87,209 phrases.
In order to investigate how the distances of words within a phrase compare to distances of words with random words in the datasets we use the following, Bristol SPhrase (R) Fig. 3 : Similarity scores comparison for the phrases relative to 100 random words representing: unit context sampling (SPhrase), Without unit context sampling (NU) and, with random word context sampling (R). Where SPhrase (in bold) and Word2vec (dashed) are compared on phrase lengths 2-7 (in horizontal axis) with higher the score the better it performed.
where r is a word selected at random from another phrase. A new word is drawn for each phrase pair comparison. The similarity score is calculated 100 times and the overall average is taken in order to reduce the noise generated by selecting only one word for each comparison. The interpretation of this is similar to the cosine score in that the larger the value the better.
We computed scores for phrase lengths up to and including length 7. We have used context window sizes 3, 5 and 10. Figure 3 shows these scores for the context sampling regimes: with unit context sampling, without unit context sampling, and word context sampling.
We can see that regardless of the embedding, the scores in general reduce as the phrase gets longer. However, the larger the window size the more Word2vec and SPhrase agree. This is what we should expect, since there will be greater overlap in the context words between SPhrase and Word2vec. Nevertheless we see that, overall, SPhrase performs better.
Google Analogy Test set Analogy based tasks are widely used, e.g. [11, 5, 6] to evaluate the quality of word embeddings. One well known test set is the Google analogy test set [18] . This dataset comprises rows of four words, such as known unknown informed uninformed. The analogy task is to predict the final word using the first three using simple vector addition/subtraction of their vector representations. Informally the task attempts to show how well words follow the vector relationship unknown -known = uninformed -informed The dataset is divided into categories, some of which are inherently phrasebased. In the category capital-common-countries a typical line is: Athens Greece Baghdad Iraq Both Athens Greece and Baghdad Iraq can be reasonably construed to be phrases, With this in mind we show the accuracy of SPhrase and Word2vec stratified by category, in addition to the overall accuracy that is usually reported. The categories that have a phrasal quality are italicised in Tables 1-3 . We see that, overall, SPhrase performs better in these categories.
Extrinsic evaluation
We use Conll2003 English [25] and Wikigold [1] to evaluate the performance of the embeddings generated. The Conll dataset is widely used to evaluate various NER based models. It contains 203,621 tokens in the training set, while validation and test set contains 51,362 and 46,435 tokens respectively. On the other hand, Wikigold provides a single data file of 39,007 tokens that we used for testing while the NER models were trained with Conll train and validation data. We used SPhrase (R) model with window size 5 since this configuration demonstrated significant improvements over Word2vec as shown in Figure 3 . We recreated the BLSTMs and CRF based model [14] but without any feature engineering. We trained this in 20 epochs with evaluating on validation data each time. We performed 10 instances for each of these models and presented the range of F1 scores (using Conll2003 evaluation script). Table 4 
displays the
Concluding remarks
This investigation demonstrates that using phrasal information can directly enrich word embeddings. In this work, we presented an alternative context sampling technique to that used in skip-gram Word2vec. We note that the SPhrase approach is not limited to augmenting Word2Vec, it can also be applied to morphological extensions such as Fasttext [3] .
We used the displayed text from hyperlinks as a proxy for phrases, and in this sense SPhrase is supervised. We are, however, planning to generalise the methodology by investigating whether we can identify useful phrase boundaries in a completely unsupervised fashion.
